A preliminary report on archaeological sites
the center line:
1- Al-Bisirah: An important archaeological city whose Latin name is Corksium, meaning a
circular fortress, and it is likely that the site belongs to the present and no excavation work
has been carried out in it by any expedition.
• Trespassing: Excavations and bulldozing within the hill and building violations
2- Hill of Sheikh Hamad (Dor Catlimo): An archaeological hill 16 km away from the town of
AL-Sour, located northeast of it in Wadi Al-Khabur, and the hill dates back to the Uruk era in
the fourth millennium BC and continued in the Bronze Age and the Age Assyrian and became
one of the most prominent cities in the ninth century.
• Infringements: The site was subjected to numerous excavations and vandalism.
3- AL-Sour: An archaeological hill on the right bank of the Khabur River, which is a large hill
in which no excavations have been carried out.
4- In addition to the following hills: Tal Al-Jeban - Tal Al-Khan - Tlaifis - Al-Hujna - Al-Banat Al-Fudayn - Al-Hossain - Masakh - Abu Hayyid - Al-Tuwalil - Al-Sen - Al-Marawaniya (Abu
Hardoub).
• All of the sites were subjected to excavations, attacks and looting
the Western Line:
1- Halabiyya Zalabiyya: It is located in the Euphrates Valley and is considered one of the
fortress cities and is 48 km north of Deir Ezzor. It has a triangular wall

2-Tal Abu Fahd: It is located in the village of Al-Harmousheya, and it is considered one of
the important hills as it contains the city of Khudhun Lim, which is the northern border of
the city of Mary.
3- In addition to the following hills:
Tal Al-Humaid (Jazra Al-Buhumaid) - Hill of Jleeb Al-Hama within the Al-Kasra desert - Tall Bu
Radan within the Al-Kasra desert - Tal Tomb Abu Al-Ateeq (Jazra Al-Milaj) - Tal Malha AlTharu and all sites have been subjected to excavations and construction violations.
The eastern line:
1 - Tal Abu Al-Hassan 2 - Tal Jaabi 3 - Tall Sunbul Affiliated to the city of Hajin
The sites were subjected to excavations and acts of vandalism.

